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mroduction 
The purpose of this paper is to show that ai argument hat has been used in the 
study of the topological ;properties of functions contains a gap. I first discovered the 
gap in Argument A in my own work about six years ago. I had at thd.t ime already 
received a letter from F.B. Jones in which he too had used Argument .A to show the 
existence of a special class of functions. Since the approach is so obvious and 
natural, I thought the gap would be an easy one to fill. The gap in that argument 
seems to be more difficult to spot than I thought and several others have since used 
Argument A. Recently Bruckner and Ceder [1] used Argument A in the proof of 
an existence theorem. Example 1 shows that Argument A cannot be used as a proof 
of that theorem. Example 2, dule to MII. Miller, cart be used to fill the gap and so 
establish the existence theorem stated by Bruclkner and Ceder. 
Notation and taminology 
Unle,ss otherwise indicated ;1.11 functions herein are real functions v.W. domain 
the real line IL No distinctizi 3s s&e between a function and its graph. 
If p is a subset of the plane 1Z, then (f)X is the X-projection of f and cp’)y is the 
Y-projection oi f; if m is a subt;et of (& the:n ffi, is that part off with X-projection 
m. Whenever the subset f of the plane is a funct:ion, the set f( + ) is the set to which 
(x, y ) belongs only if x is in cf)a and y > f(x:); talle set f( - ) is the set to which (x, y ) 
belongs only if x is in u)X and y c f(x). 
The numbered propertie:, below are either elementary or appropriate references 
are given. 
unction f is a conne&ivity 
connected subset of the domain of f, then fc is connected. 
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erty 1. The real function f with (f)* connected is a connectivity function if 
and only if f is a connected set. 
roperty 2. ‘There is a connected function which is a dense subset of E [3]. 
property 3, In order tkt the function f be connected it is necessary and sufkient 
that f intersect each continuum which intersects both f( + ) and f(- ) [2]. 
The following argument is not valid; it is given here as it has been used. It is 
shown in Example 1 why Argument A is not correct. 
Argument A. Suppose f is a function which is connected and dense in E. Let M 
denote a bounded continuum which contains no arc, and h a horizontal line above 
M. Construct the function lzy SW% t&P (1) 3f { Y f(r )) is n(>t in M, theu f(x) = g(x) 1, , 
and (2) iS (x, f(x)) is in M, then (x, g (x )) is on the line h. Since each arc which does 
not intersect M still contains all of the points of f that it did before, then each such 
arc which intersects g( + ) and gr (- ) will intersect g. Suppose A is an arc from g ( + ) 
to g ( - ) which intersects M, &cause M contains no arc, then there is a subarc A ’ 
of A which fails to intersect iM and thus must contain a point of g. 
Althotigh the ___ above argument does seem to establish that there is a function Jr 
which is not connected but which intersects each arc from f ( + ) to f ( - ), the 
example below points out that this is not the case. 
Example 1. Each of’ the rectangles used in this example is a rectangle with vertical 
sides. The set MI is a pseudoarc which, exceDt for the points (l/2,1/3) and (l/2,2/3), 
lies on the interior of the rectangle RI,, where (I$& = [l/3,2/3] and (R& = 
[l/2,5/8]. The set M2 is the sum of two pseudoarcs Mzl and Mz2 such that, except for 
the points (1!4,7/9) and (l/4,8/9), Mzl is on the interior of the rectangle Rzl, where 
(R& = [7/9,8/g] and (R& = [l/4, S/16], and I&, except for the paints (3/4,1/9) 
and (3/4,2/g), lies on the interior of the rectangle Rz2:, where (R& = [l/9,2/9] and 
(R& = [3/4,13/16]. The set MS is the sum of four pseudoarcs Msl, I& Ms3, and 
MU, where Msi contains the upper lieft-hand and lower B&-hand corners of the 
rectangle. Rsi, but otherwise Ges on the interior of RSiO For i C j, Rji is to the left of 
and above Rsi. Each (R& is the closure of a complementary interval of the Cantar 
middle thirds set in [0, l] having length l/27, and each (R& has lengt 
has left end l/8, 3/8, 5/8, or 7/8. Continuing this process we obtain a countable 
collection of sets MI, Mz, MS,. . . such thalt M = cl (Ml + M2 + M3 + . . . ) is a 
continuulm which contz+ no arc. 
Let v be the ccsl!ection of paints to which the point p belongs ~~hcnever p is a 
point of the 
A = cl(V) is 
dense subset 
left-hand side: of one of the rectangles Rile It is e&iy seen that 
an arc such that t&e comrnort part of trcaject:‘on a 
-ps*ojection the Cantor middle t 
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suppose .F is a connected function which is dense in the plane, Denote by S the 
set of all points in the X-projection of the common part of V and F. The function f 
is the function such that, for x not in S, (i, f(x)) is (x, F(x)), and for x in S, (x, fi$)j 
is the highest point of A with abscissa x. It follows that f is connected because 
otherwise there is a continuum C intersecting p( -b j and f( - ) but not fi The 
continuum C could have contained only those points of F which were moved. 
Clearly S is dense in (C),. Now S is dense in itself and contains a point x which is 
the limit of an increasing sequence of members of S. The associated points of F are 
also points of C and will converge downward and to the right to the point (x, f(x)). 
Closure assures this to be a point of C. 
Each point of the connected and dense in the plane function f which belongs to A 
is also in M: Using Argument A with this continuum will remove all of the points of 
f from A and cannot reach the desired result. 
p in Argument A results from the fact that each subarc of A which does 
ain a point of M is a vertical interval, The continuum # of Example 2, due 
Miller, avoids this problem. 
2. Denote by vl, v2, oJ,. . . a sequence of vertical intervals, each with 
Y-pjojection [0, 1] and having X-projections 1, l/2, l/4,, . . _ respectively,. Each of 
s1,sz s3,*=a 1 is a horizontal interval suck that, for i = 0, 1,2,. . ,, (s2i+I)y = 1, (s2i)y = 
0, sh3, ss, l l 0, have X-projections [l/2,1], [l/8, I/4], [l/32,1/16], . . . respectively, 
and S2, sq, s6, . . . have X-projections [1/4,1/t], [I/!$, l/F;], [l/64,1/32], . . . respec- 
tively. The continuum MO is called a square sin l/x continuum and K. = 
cl [(u1+ v2 + v3 + . . . ) + (s1+ s2 + s3 + . . . )]. 
For each i = 1,2,3, . e ., replace Si with a square siq l/x continuum Kli SO that 
(Kli)x = (si)x, if i is even, (lKli)kr = [0,1/4-l, and if i is odd, (,Kli), = [3/4, l]. The 
resultirig continuum is called. M1. 
Continuing, this process we obtain a sequence &, K,, K2,. . ., each of which is a 
continuum having Y-projection [0, l] and X-projection [0, 11, where K,+I is 
obtained from K, by replacing each of the maximal horizontal intervals of Ki with a 
square sin l/x having amplitude l/2? The continuum K is the limiting set of the 
sequence &, K1, K2, . . . . The first two of these continua are pictured in Fig. 1. 
Suppose A is an arc which intersects K. If A ’ is a ~SICT~XC d A which is a subset of 
K, then A ’ is a vertical interval, and, if A contains two points of K not on the same 
vertical line, there is a non-vertical subarc A” aif A %vhic? contains no point of K. 
Now, when K is used as the continuum in the cons8tructiou f Argument A, the 
following theorem is provred. 
!bsena. There exists Q function f which is not connexzted but such that each cart A 
from f ( + ) to f ( - ) intemects: f. 
2. The function f IS said to rbe of Type A if leach arc from f ( + ) to f( - ) 
intersects f. 
(6.1; 
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The function f is of Type P Paeans rhat f 
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